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An about-face in our classrooms? 
A decade ago, Neil Postman co-authored the 

phenomenal bestseller, Teaching as a Subversive 
Activity, described then as "a no-holds-barred 

assault on outdated teaching methods:' The title of 
his new book might indicate he's reversed his 
position. Not really. What he does is point out 
just where educators have gone too far with 

some of his "revolutionary" theories—and where 
he went too far as well. Parents and teachers 
throughout the United States are ready to re- 

examine the sweeping changes made 
in classrooms during the past ten years: 

Neil' Postman's new book promises to be a 
controversial, widely-read bestseller. 
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Illustrated by &rine Cherry 

in a wonderful, brand-new kingdom within an 
earth that is itself very new. But it gets to be too 
much of a good thing. So a young prince names 

Emir is sent on a quest for answers, and in a 
surprise-filled odyssey meets Conscience and 
Inspiration and invents the idea of Death. Jane 
Roberts' many fans—her Seth books have a 

dedicated, growing following—will find a psychic 
connection in Emir's Education as well as a 

source of practical inspiration. 
Illustrated by Lynne Cherry. 
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Kilgallen with the gloves off. 
She was the most famous woman reporter of her time; a Broadway columnist who 

could make or break reputations with a word: a radio and TV personality known 

to millions through Dorothy and Dick and What's My Line? But the private Dorothy 

Kilgallen was surprisingly different from the public persona. This first intimate 

biography explores her troubled marriage, her love affair with a leading pop singer, 

had 	
the strange circumstances  surrounding her sudden death—just when  she 

had  become deeply- involved -in 

	

	igati-on-oftne-JFK-assasgriation. With photos. 
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